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**BOWIE EXPERIENCE:**
Is a spectacular concert celebrating the sound and vision of David Bowie. A must see for all Bowie fans, the latest production features all the hits from A to Ziggy. Bowie Experience continues to amaze audiences with an astounding attention to detail, bringing the golden years of David Bowie to theatres across the globe. So, put on your red shoes and Let's Dance!

**JACKSON LIVE:**
Jackson Live in Concert now features the hugely talented CJ recreating the Michael Jackson experience with his stunning rendition of all his favourite songs. CJ is one of the most experienced, dedicated and well-respected Michael Jackson tribute artists in the world today and he perfectly captures the electrifying energy of Michael's live performances with 100% live vocals. He's got the look, the moonwalk and the voice! His renditions of Thriller, Beat It and Billie Jean are truly sensational. Pure MJ!

**ANYTHING GOES:**
Following their wonderful 2018 productions of Cats and Follies, WWOS return to the Churchill Theatre with a sparkling revival of the Cole Porter Classic Anything Goes! Wonderful music, breathtaking dance, lots of laughs and the age-old tale of Boy-Meets-Girl — no classic musical puts it on stage better than Anything Goes! A hilarious shipboard romance of the 1930s, with these Cole Porter Classics: I Get a Kick Out of You, Blow Gabriel Blow, It's De-Lovely, Friendship and You're the Top.

**AN INSPECTOR CALLS:**
has thrilled more than 4 million people worldwide. Inspector Goole arrives unexpectedly at the prosperous Birling family home, their peaceful dinner party is shattered by his investigations into the death of a young woman. His startling revelations shake the very foundations of their lives and challenge us all to examine our consciences. More relevant now than ever, this is a must-see for a whole new generation of theatre goers.
MAGIC OF MOTOWN:
Prepare yourself for 40 back-to-back classic Motown hits, glittering costume changes, dazzling dance moves and outstanding musicianship in this explosive concert experience. Celebrate the sound of a generation as the timeless music of Marvin Gaye, Diana Ross, Stevie Wonder, The Temptations, The Supremes, The Four Tops, Martha Reeves, Jackson 5, Smokey Robinson and more, are sensationally recreated for you by an exceptionally talented cast and band.
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“Advertising in the theatre guide has given me the opportunity to showcase my business to my ideal client, providing local visibility.

Olivia from Host Event Management, an award winning planning business

MAGIC OF MOTOWN:
THURSDAY 15 AUG 2019

THAT’LL BE THE DAY:
Back by ever-growing popular demand, get ready to party as the UK’s favourite Rock & Roll variety production returns! Featuring incredible live music performances, this hugely entertaining Rock & Roll spectacular blends classic gold hits from the 50s, 60s & 70s, with bags of hilarious comedy! Celebrating an entire era of timeless nostalgia. Now in its 33rd year of consecutive touring of national touring, That'll Be The Day is living proof that Rock & Roll will never die!
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EXPERT WEDDING PLANNING:
CREATING UNFORGETTABLE, RELAXED & PERSONAL WEDDINGS
WWW.HOSTEVENTMANAGEMENT.CO.UK

THURSDAY 8 OCT – SAT 10 AUG 2019

GREASE THE MUSICAL:
After a whirlwind summer romance, leather-clad greaser Danny and girl-next-door Sandy are unexpectedly reunited when she transfers to Rydell High for senior year. But can they survive the trials and tribulations of teenage life and find true love once more? With its phenomenal score, bursting with hits including Summer Nights, Greased Lightning, Hopelessly Devoted To You and You’re the One That I Want, this thrilling new version is brought to life by a fresh young cast who bring energy, vitality and passion to this ultimate musical classic.
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SHREK THE MUSICAL:
From the team that brought you Bugsy Malone, the Churchill Theatre is delighted to announce that this summer our Youth Production will be Shrek The Musical! We are delighted to be one of the very first companies who will get to perform this much loved story in 2019, and it promises to be big, colourful and a real show stopper! With Book and Lyrics by David Lindsay-Abaire and Music by Jeanine Tesori we invite you to join us on an action packed journey filled with fairytale folk, talking animals, a dragon and of course an ogre or two!
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20% OFF FOOD AT BYRON BROMLEY EXCLUSIVELY FOR THEATRE GOERS

Book ahead: www.byronhamburgers.com

No time to do your tax return? Don’t know where to start? Business tax problems?

We can help

We are experienced, good value, ‘Big 4’ qualified Chartered Accountants and Chartered Tax Advisors and are looking forward to hearing from you.

Just give us a ring or email for a free initial consultation on Freephone 0800 158 5240 or 020 8941 6608 or Tim@tcs.email

www.turningcirclesolutions.co.uk